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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
The idea in testing today is to obtain aa complete a picture as
possible of the person -who is tested. Many psychologists feel that a
single index, such as the I. Q. or the M. A., does not give a picture
of the individual’s mental abilities. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Test, which
is widely used, gives as an index of ability the median M. A. The SRA
Primary Mental Abilities Test - Elementary - provides a profile graph of
the child’s primary mental abilities.
Purpose of the study . The purpose of this study is to analyze the
sub-tests of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test - Grade III in order to ascertain
which primary mental abilities are inherent in each sub-test.
Scope of the study. This study deals with the scores of 100 girls
and 100 boys in grade 3^ on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test - Grade III, and
the SRA Primary Mental Abilities -Elementary - Preliminary Edition.
Correlations will be found between the Kuhlmann-Anderson sub-tests, and
some of the sub-tests of the SRA Primary Mental Abilities. This study
will be limited in correlations to those between each K. A. sub-test, and
the PLIA’s which seem to have the same elements.
Justification for the study . In the city in which this study is
being done, the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests are administered to all children
at the beginning of grade three. Some principals and teachers have ex-
pressed a desire to know just what each part is testing, as they feel that
a single index does not tell enough about the child who is failing*
t . .
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However, the authors of the tests hope that users will not analyze the
tests according to what each part may be indicating about the child.
The writer felt that if the PMA test were given to those children, it
would give the teachers a profile of each child’s mental abilities. This
led to a desire to ascertain which primary mental abilities could be found
in the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests, using the PMA tests as a criterion.
)efinition of essential terms . Psychologists do not agree on any one
definition of intelligence. Some emphasize the capacity to learn as a
criterion of intelligence; others maintain that ability to use abstract
concepts define intelligence; while still others define it as the ability
of an individual to solve his problems adequately.
^Durost defines an intelligence test as
a carefully selected series of problem situations for the
solution of which varying amounts of mental ability or
skill are required. The score of such a test then must
be interpreted by referring the pupil’s measured ability
to some standard of comparison or norm.
Factor analysis is a method of analyzing intellectual abilities into
special components.
Possible outcomes of study. This study will attempt to answer the
following questions:
(1) What primary mental abilities are inherent in the sub-tests
of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test - Grade III?
(2) In which abilities are sex differences shown, and to what
extent are they shown?
1-Walter N. Durost. ”What Constitutes a Minimal School Testing Program,
"
Educational and Psychological Measurement, (Spring, 19U7)* 7, p. U5-60
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CHAPTER IT
REVIEW OF RESEARCH
The subject of Intelligence has intrigued psychologists and educators
for many years. Controversies have arisen over various theories as to the
nature of intelligence, and instruments have been devised in order to test
the amount of intelligence of animals and of people. This chapter -will
attempt to give the views of some of the outstanding workers in the field.
intelligence. In ^Thurstone's summary, he writes
The nature of human intelligence has been a problem for cen-
turies. Until about 60 or 70 years ago this problem was
discussed entirely at the verbal and speculative level*
A serious controversy among psychologists relates to the
problem of whether there is a single general ability or
a number of specific abilities denoting intelligence.
The man who is generally regarded as the most important worker in this
field is Spearman. He found a general factor of intelligence, which he
symbolized by g, and specific factors, symbolized by s. The g factor is
the individual’s general ability which remains constant from test to test.
The s factors are distinctly different from each other and vary from test
to test.
Other men tried to define intelligence in terms of the different
^L. L. Thurstone. '’Theories of Intelligence," Scientific Monthly,
(February, 19I16 ), 62, 101-112
2
C. Spearman. The Abilities of Man, The Macmillan Company, New York,
1927, p. 1
'
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4kinds, such as abstract, mechanical, and social. Thorndike felt that it
was necessary to differentiate intelligence in this way. After several
years of experimentation, he redefined it and stated that level, range,
area, and speed are essential characteristics.
In^Ross^ discussion, he says, "Intelligence is the innate capacity
to learn, particularly to learn the academic tasks imposed by the school".
This is the definition used most frequently by the layman, since he re-
lates intelligence to accomplishment in school or in work*
-H3. L. Wellman gives as her idea of the subject the following:
I personally like to think of intelligence as quality
of thinking
,
of making abstractions, generalizing, man-
ipulating symbols, applying and adapting information
and knowledge to new and different situations.
According to ^Stoddard:
Intelligence is the ability to undertake activities that
are characterized by difficulty, complexity, abstract-
iveness, economy, adaptiveness to a goal, social value,
and the emergence of originals, and to maintain such
activities under conditions that demand a concentration
of energy and a resistance to emotional forces.
All of the above writers show that there is a general factor under-
lying the general concept of intelligence,
"Ss. L, Thorndike. "Intelligence and Its Measurement: A Symposium, I",
Journal of Educational Psychology , (1921), 12, 12U-127
2
C. C, Ross. Measurement in Today 1 s Schools , Prentice-Hall, Inc. 191*1;
p* 7U.
^Beth L* Wellman* "Some Misconceptions about Intelligence", Child-
hood Education
,
(19UU), 21, 108-112
^George D* Stoddard. The Meaning of Intelligence, The Macmillan Com-
pany, New York, 19U3, pi IT”
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“Tiegs uses the term "mental maturity" as a synonym for intelligence
and defines it as "not just a mere composite of related specific abilities
or a general factor of the organism, but a group of primary ' abilities, each
of which is a more or less independently functioning whole."
^Brigham concludes by saying
General intelligence seems merely something hypostatized
to explain test scores. The conventional practice of a
tester of adding all of his scores into a single total
score made it necessary to hypostatize a general intell-
igence and not specific intelligences.
Intelligence tests . "A psychological test," according to 3Mursell,
"is a pattern of stimuli selected and organized to elicit responses which
will reveal certain psychological characteristics in the person who makes
them."
The first continued attempt in modem times to appraise the intelli-
gence of individuals as distinguished from scholarship examinations can be
credited to Sir Francis Galton. He tried by experimental methods to find
out the differences among persons as to their mental endowment. In 1885
he started a laboratory in London where these experiments were carried on.
These tests were mostly limited to sensory and perceptual functions.
Ernest W. Tiegs. "Measurement and Learning," Education, (May, 1938),
Vol. 58, No. 9, p. 513-515
p
Carl C. Brigham. "A Study of Error," New York College Entrance Ex-
inination Board, (1932), p. 28
3James L. Llursell. Psychological Testing, Longmans, Green and Com-
pany, New York, 19^-7, p. 1
..
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The problem was next tackled in some extensive studies of school
children. The best known of the early methods of appraisal was the Einet
Test. The American translations were standardized and revised for use in
this country.
One way in which the child's performance is analysed is to study what
is called "scatter. " This "scatter" indicates that intelligence is com-
plex. Although some psychologists call the Binet Tests crude, they have
been of great importance in the schools.
Later, test performances were analyzed statistically. Correlations
between tests were worked out. From early studies it was concluded that
no test is in any sense a pure measure of general intelligence, and, second,
that a certain part of a test performance is subject to experimental error.
At this time there also began to be considerable speculation as to
whether general intelligence could be postulated as a single general fac-
tor. The alternative was to consider intelligence as a complex of many
distinct abilities. Another possibility which is defended by some people
is that intelligence is determined by thousands of factors that function
without any pattern.
The Kuhlmann-Anderson tests. The authors of these tests have devised
an instrument consisting of a series of thirty-five tests, so adjusted in
difficulty that the average five-year-old child will pass one item or trial
in the easiest of the thirty-five, and the average adult will not pass all
the trials in any of the last twelve tests on the upper end of the scale.
..
'
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In ^The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook, Marzolf writes, "The
preparation of the first edition of these tests was begun by the late
Dr. Kuhlmann in 1916 with a view to conserving for group use many of the
desirable features of an individual test as possible."
The Kuhlmann-Anderson Test was compared with seven other group tests,
including the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test, and the Otis Group Intell-
igence Scale, Primary Form A. The Kuhlmann-Anderson test was given im-
2
mediately before or after the other test. Kuhlmann reported the follow-
ing results:
Uhile the other tests become easier for the different
grades as we pass from lower to higher because the same
battery is used in several successive grades, the Kuhl-
mann-Anderson tests remain more nearly of the same dif-
ficulty for successive grades by changing to a different
battery for each grade.
This practice of fitting the test booklet to be used to the expected
level of the group to be tested seems to have proved satisfactory to the
authors. But, for the few pupils who are inferior or superior to the
median of the group, the practice does not insure the accuracy of the
ratings. For the greatest accuracy, those receiving two or more zero
scores should be given the tests necessary to be rated on the next lower
booklet.
1
Oscar K. Buros. The Third Mental Measurements Yearbook
,
Rutgers
University Press, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 19li9, p. 2j}6
2
F. Kuhlmann. "The Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests Compared With
Seven Others," Journal of Applied Psychology, (1928), 12, p. 5U£-5>9li
i -
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^Rose Anderson warns us that "the failure to make this follow-up
deprives users from reaping the full benefit from the tests.”
Continuing this discussion, Anderson states:
A profile graph has been devised which shows at a glance
the number of maximum and zero scores. This provides a
basis for determining whether the correct booklet has
been used. The profile should not be used to draw con-
clusions from the results of the individual tests with
respect to specific abilities presumed by the user to
be tested by the separate tests.
There has been some criticism of the Kuhlmann-Anderson test be-
cause the authors do not show clearly how they obtained validity. It
•3
has been defended by ^Anderson, as follows:
Essentials in assuring the highest possible validity of
tests include (1) critical original selection of tests,
(2) avoidance of tests dependent on special training,
(3) placing tests dependent on general training where
children have had equal opportunity for such training,
(li) a sufficiently large number of likely tests so that
only those having the highest discriminative capacity
need be retained, (5) retention of those which discrim-
inate best between unselected successive age-groups,
(6) further detailed analysis of test results to sub-
stantiate the indication that the tests measure some-
thing beyond the general training, i. e., that they
measure the capacity to acquire it.
In spite of the criticism, the Kuhlmann-Anderson test is in wide-
spread use in the various school systems. In lThe Third Cental Measure-
f
lent Yearbook
,
Emmett sums up the subject when he says, ”0n the whole,
t
the authors appear to have produced a reasonably good set of tests, pre-
sumably by somewhat empirical methods.”
^Rose G. Anderson. "Fifth Revision of Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests,”
Journal of Applied Psychology
,
(IRijO), 2h, p. 198-206
2Ibid. p. 20U
3 Ibid. p. 20^-206
^Op
. cit. p. 236
,.
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Primary mental abilities* Before 1930, the existence of other abil-
ities in addition to the general factor was acknowledged. In the 1930's,
work was begun to find how many other factors or abilities could be iso-
lated.
The work of Thurstone in this field is probably the most convincing.
His theory of a few factors lies about midway between the two factors of
Spearman and the infinite number of connections of Thorndike.
One of the principal concerns of school psychologists is the problem
of special abilities and disabilities of children. Some of the children
who are academic failures or behavior problems cannot read, or they show
a lack of number sense. They may do other things remarkably well.
In presenting their theory of separate factors, the ^-Thurstones say:
It seems strange that, with all this experience in dif-
ferential psychology, we have clung so long to the prac-
tice of summarizing a child's mental endowment by a sin-
gle index, such as the mental age, the intelligence quo-
tient, the percentile rank in general intelligence, and
other single average measures. An average index of men-
tal endowment should be useful for many educational pur-
poses, but it should not be regarded as more than the
average of several tests. The error that is frequently
made is that the intelligence quotient is sanctified by
the assumption that it measures some basic functional
unity, when it is known to be nothing more than a com-
posite of many functional unities.
The above seems almost to have been written as an answer to ^F.
Kuhlmann and R. Anderson who wrote in 19U2, "Measuring mental development
does not in itself involve an analysis of the factors that produce it."
T,. L. Thurstone and T. G. Thurstone. "Factorial Studies of Intelli-
gence," Psychometric Monographs, No. 2, University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, 19UB, p. 8
p
F. Kuhlmann-and R. Anderson. "Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Tests,"
instruction Manual, Educational Test Bureau, Philadelphia, 19k2, p. 9
..
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In the-'“Instruction Manual, the authors also say:
There is a wide-spread tendency to label the different tests
of a battery as measures of this or that mental function,
and then at once conclude that a child is good or poor in
these functions according to the scores earned on the dif-
ferent tests. The objections to this are, first, that the
function or functions measured by a test cannot be accurately
enough determined by inspection; second, that disturbing
factors, causing a child to get a score on any particular
test that is much below his true ability on it, are so
frequent that the score on any one test is extremely un-
reliable; third, that, even if the function measured were
correctly determined and the score were reliable, the re-
sult still has a limited practical value. We hope that no
user of our test will use the profile graph for the pur-
pose of labeling tests from inspection, and concluding
that a child is good or poor according to a single test.
The first major experiment with the new nn” dimensional methods of
factor analysis was started in 193U by the Thurstones. A battery of 56
psychological tests was designed for this study. These tests were de-
vised so as to represent a wide variety of tasks which had been represented
in previous studies of intelligence. The battery included tests of ver-
bal comprehension, verbal reasoning, fluency, speed in simple numerical
work, quantitative reasoning, forms of induction, verbal, visual, and
auditory associations, visualizing flat figures and solid objects; various
forms of abstraction with verbal, numerical, and visual material, reason-
ing about mechanical movements, and memory for different types of content.
These tests were given to several hundred students, the records were
assembled, and the correlation was determined for each pair of tests in the
whole battery.
It has been found that correlations between intellectual tasks are
all positive. The correlation may be low between two widely separated
lOp. cit. p. i-2
..
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mental tasks but the association is positive.
From these tests the following factors appeared: Space, Number,
Verbal, Word Fluency, and Induction. The authors found correlations be-
tween the primary mental abilities as well as between the original tests.
The interpretation for this, according to ^-Thurstone, writing in the
Scientific Monthly, is that "there exists what we have called a second-
order factor which is more fundamental than the primary."
In 19l*l, the ^authors stated
If further studies of the primary mental abilities of
children should reveal this general factor, it will sus-
tain Spearman's contention that there exists a general
intellective factor. ... It is now an interesting question
to determine whether the correlations among primary abil-
ities of still younger children will reveal, perhaps even
more strongly, a second-order general factor.
To determine whether primary mental abilities could be isolated for
children at the li*-year age level, tests were given in grade tiB. The C. A.,
M. A., and sex of pupils were used. The M. A. was determined by the Kuhl-
mann-Anderson test. There were 63 variables in the test.
As a result, Thurstone was able to isolate seven of the factors, and
to find correlations between them. The single factor loadings shewed that
the factor with the highest loading was Induction and Rote Memory had the
lowest loading on the common general factor.
The same type of test has been given to 5>- and 6-year-old children.
Thurstone found that some of these factors such as visualizing and clo-
sure (in perception) seem to mature very early.
lOp. cit. p. 109
2l. L. Thurstone and T. G. Thurstone, "Factorial Studies of Intelli-
gence," Psychometric Monographs, No. 2., University of Chicago Press,
Chicago, ( 191*1)
, p .26
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Goodman reportedoon a test given to 170 freshmen who were engineer-
ing students. The test used was the experimental edition of Thurstone’s
Primary Mental Abilities. Correlation coefficients were obtained, and the
results were factored to four factors, interpreted as general reasoning,
verbal, and tentatively, a specific memory factor.
He concluded that the entire development seemed to point out that
there is a close relationship among these abilities. This is particularly
interesting since these tests were designed to measure a number of pure
abilities.
Clark conducted a study using 3 I46 students ranging in age from eleven
through fifteen and grades four through twelve. She used Thurstone’s
FMA Battery (19l*l edition) and reported decrease in the inter-correlation
of component scores as age increased (except for memory, which she found
little related to other factors at any age.
The trend in testing today seems to be toward accepting the theory
of primary mental abilities and using it for various kinds of measure-
ment •
^Guilford describes intelligence as a composite of many independent
primary abilities, and states that success in every mental test depends
upon one or more of these factors.
^Charles R. Goodman. "A Factorial Analysis of Thurstone’s Seven Prim-
ary Abilities,” Psychometrika
, (191*3), 8 , p.131-129
2
M. P. Clark. ’’Changes in Primary Mental Abilities with Age,” Archives
of Psychology
,
Columbia University, New York, No. 291, p. 5-30
"J. P. Guilford. ’’Intelligence Tests,” Education, (May, 1938), Vol. 58,
95, p. 526-530
..
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^Crawford and Burnham defend Thurstone’s theory and his tests as
follows
:
There has been considerable misunderstanding of Thurstone’s
own claims as to the validity (a) of the primary mental
abilities themselves, and (b) of the tests as yet developed
for their appraisal. ... firmly believe that (at least
for secondary and college levels) I. Q. and its concomitant
M. A. are dangerously susceptible to misinterpretation and
could well be now retired ’emeriti’ from academic circles.
In their place we should have, ideally, specific reports
of relative standing for each student on previous ’differ-
ential’ tests, themselves adequately described in terms of
both level and range.
Another proponent of this theory is -^Stalnaker, who writes:
The educator wants more and more sound aptitude measures,
as do all persons interested in tests. A genuinely valid
subdivision of the present composite aptitude scores would
enable him better to guide students and eventually to gain
insight into the abilities called for in certain types of
training
•
On the other hand, ^T. L. Kelley t&kes Thurstone to task when he says
He, (Thurstone), certainly should be called upon to show
that they differentiate individuals in respects that are
important in academic, vocational, and avocational living
if he proposes them as essential rubrics, which he does in
using the title ’Primary Mental Abilities’.
^-Albert B. Crawford and Paul S. Burnham. Forecasting College Achieve-
ment, Yale University Press, New Haven, 19U6, p. 176
"-Ibid, p. 83-31;
3
J. LI. Stalnaker. ’’Results From Factor Analysis with Special Reference
to ’Primary Mental Abilities'," Journal of Educational Research, (19l;0),
33, p. 698-701;
40scar K. Euros (Editor). The Nineteen Forty Mental Measurements Year-
book. Highland Park, New Jersey, (l9hl)~, p. 253
' r '
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Writing on primary mental abilities, Tryon states:
The troubling thought is that the test—developed by such
an eminent and brilliant authority and bolstered by an
awe-inspiring mathematics—may set a new tradition of a
few faculties of the mind, just at the time psychologists
are showing some signs of recovering from the pall of the
I. Q. doctrine.
2
The following criticisms are more favorable: Keys
Few psychologists today look to an individual's score on
an intelligence test alone to determine the source of his
difficulties or indicate the exact solution to his problem.
It is entirely probable. . .the outcome of such a test...
will contribute more to sound clinical appraisal than any
other single fact obtainable. Proper supplementing with
other diagnostic procedures will make the information de-
rived indispensible to an intelligent attack on a wide
variety of problems.
Zubin's resume is that
it is apparent that Thurstone has given us a very sharp
tool which can cut keenly into our psychological problems,
if used wisely. At present, the tool is far sharper than
it is useful. How to render it more useful is indeed one
of the outstanding problems facing differential psychology.
Perhaps by combining the contributions of differential-
psychology with those of typological psychology, both
methods will be benefited and present-day psychology will
be brought out of its chaotic condition.
"Oscar K. Buros (Editor). The Nineteen Forty Mental Measurements Year-
book, Highland Park, New Jersey, (19U1), p. 25>8
Noel Keys. "Applications of Intelligence Testing," Review of Educa-
tional Research
,
(June, 1938), 8, p. 2^1-256
3
J. Zubin. "Review of Primary llental Abilities," Psychological Bulletin,
(1939), 36, p. 20U-208
..
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actor analysis. In recent research there is a marked emphasis upon
factor analysis. -^Carter, in his review, states that
there is renewed concern with methods of recording, and
analyzing, and interpreting data from batteries of
special abilities tests.... There is continued interest
in factor analysis as a method of isolating special
abilities
.
On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of two important papers by
2Joseph M. Rice on his research in spelling, Scates writes:
Factor analysis, born early in the century, and developed
aggressively during the intervening period by a number
of psychologists and statisticians, began in the thirties
to make itself felt in the construction of intelligence
tests, and to a lesser extent, in the analysis of per-
sonality and achievement tests. ... This subject has been
highly controversial. In spite, however, of the qualified
existence of factors, the method may aid scientific re-
search through helping produce tests which are more homo-
geneous .
3
In his very recent book. Peatman tells us:
Factor analysis. . .gives a basis for insight into the organ-
izational role of the traits, abilities, etc., which enter
into performance on a series of tests. The principle under-
lying factor analysis is the association of component factors
in two or more correlated variables. For example, when the
correlation of two variables is significantly greater than
zero, the non-chance factors that account for the correlation
are common to both. ... The correlation between scholastic
^Harold D. Carter. "Measurement and Prediction of Special Abilities,"
Review of Educational Research
, (191*7), Chap. 3, p. 33
2
Douglas E. Scates. "Fifty Years of Objective Measurement and Research
in Education," Journal of Educational Researdh
,
(December, 191*7), Vol. 6l,
No. 1*, p. 21*1-267*
3
John Gray Peatman. Descriptive and Sampling Statistics, Harper Bro-
thers, Publishers, Hew York and London, 191*7, p. 1*89
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aptitude and academic achievement is accounted for by
factors of intellectual development -which are common
to both of these two variables.
Without explaining statistically just what factor analysis is,
^Jordan gives a general idea as to its method.
Thurstone gave 56 tests which sampled a large variety
of mental traits. Each of these sets of test scores
was correlated with every other one* All of these co-
efficients of correlations were placed in one table,
consisting of 1,51±0 coefficients. The problem, then,
is to find one factor which accounts for sane part of
the relation between tests which the coefficient
showed to exist. When this factor is removed many co-
efficients will be reduced but some of them will still
be of considerable magnitude. A second factor is then
removed which reduces the coefficients of any size still
further. This procedure of removing factors was con-
tinued for a second, a third, a fourth, a fifth, a sixth,
and finally a seventh time. Then the coefficients were
practically reduced to zero. This procedure of removing
factors from correlations is called factor analysis.
2
Guilford’s treatise on the subject goes into the possible uses
of factor analysis. He claims that by factor analysis we can accomplish
three ends:
(1) we can determine the smallest number of independent
abilities that must be postulated in order to account
for the table of intercorrelations
; (2) we can determine
how much of each independent ability is represented by
each test; (3) we can set up regression equations by
which an individual's amount of any primary ability can
be estimated from tests that depend upon that ability.
As a rule no single test can be taken as a pure measuring stick for
any one primary ability. Factor analysis, however, has already indicated
^A. II. Jordan , Educational Psychology
,
Henry Holt and Company, New
York, p. I|87-Utf8
o
J. P. Guilford. Psychometric Methods
,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
New York and London, 1936, p. U58
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many of the unitary abilities. Factors to which many agree are verbal
ability, numerical ability, spatial ability, mechanical ability, memory
(probably Immediate memory), and mental speed. ^Guilford mentions at-
tention, imagination, and a possible logical or reasoning ability. Among
the nonintellectual abilities mentioned are motor speed, oscillation, and
musical ability.
There is also the question of the extent to which ability can be im-
proved by training. According to ^Guilford, this problem breaks up when
factor analysis is applied. He says, "It is then a question of which pri-
mary abilities can be improved and to what extent."
In his summation, he tells us that
Factor analysis may also unravel some of the intricate inter-
play of variables which we find in problems of strictly ex-
perimental psychology. It will undoubtedly find a fruit-
ful field of application in the social sciences, and
probably also in biology. It is not inconceivable that
it may yet be required to solve some of the remaining
mysteries in the field of atomic physics.
The implications the writer has gathered from a review of research
relating to this study are:
(1) That the subject of intelligence is so complex that
it is usually described in terms of its general com-
ponents. The simplest definition is "the capacity to
learn."
(2) Huhinann-Anders on Tests are good indicators of general
intelligence, and should not be analyzed in the light
of separate abilities.
(3) The subject of primary mental abilities and factor an-
alysis is coming more and more into present-day thinking.
It may be useful in the sciences, especially in the
field of atomic physics.
1-Op. cit, p. 510
2Ibid. P-
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY
Ascription of tests. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Test for Grade III con-
sists of tests 12 through 21. The time for each test varies from one
minute to three minutes. Some of the tests are broken up into smaller
parts consisting of exercises which require from fifteen to twenty seconds
for each part. A profile graph is provided for each child, but it is not
to be broken down for analysis. A median mental age is taken from the
graph, and an I. Q. may be found.
ihe SRA Primary Mental Abilities, Elementary, is a battery of
mental ability tests for use with children from ages 7 through 11. The
battery is based on the primary mental abilities theory and research.
Scores of five Primary Mental Abilities — Verbal-meaning, Space, Reason-
ing, Perception, and Humber — are obtained. In addition, two total scores
may be computed. The Total Score includes all of the five abilities and
gives them equal importance. The Total-Mon-reading Score gives each of
the abilities equal importance, but omits the two tests, ’’YJords” and
"Word-grouping" which are affected by reading ability. The profile sheet
provides a graphic summary of each child’s mental ability pattern.
If anyone wishes to have a single index such as the I. Q., it
can be obtained by taking an average of all known abilities.
~L. L. Thurstone and T. G. Thurstone. SRA Primary Mental Abilities -
Examiner Manual - Preliminary Edition, Science Research Associates,
Chicago, 19ii8
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Administration of tests. The tests -were administered to 236 girls
and boys in grade 3^» For the purposes of this study, the test scores of
100 girls and 100 boys were used. All of the tests were administered and
scored by the writer. The Kuhlmann-Anderson Test was given first, and the
Primary Mental Abilities later. The average time between the tests was six
weeks
.
Use of data . The mean and standard deviation were found for each of
the ten sub-tests of the Kuhlmann-Anderson and for the nine sub-tests of
the Primary Mental Abilities. Mean and standard deviation were also found
for the total of each test and for the non-reading total of the PMA. This
was done for the girls and boys separately and for their totals. Correla-
tions were worked out between the following tests:
Kuh1mann-Anderso
n
Primary Mental Abilities
12 Space - S
12 Reasoning - figures - Rp
12 Reasoning - words - R^.
13 Verbal - pictures - Vp
13 Reasoning - figures - Rp
Hi Number - N
15 Perception - P
15 Number - N
16 Reasoning - figures - R«
16 Perception - P
17 Space - S
18 Verbal - words - Vw
18 Perception - P
18 Space - S
19 Number - N
19 Perception - P
19 Verbal - words - Vw
20 Space - S
20 Perception - P
21 Reasoning - words - Rw
21 Verbal - words - V
Tr
15 - 16 Reasoning - R
12 - 17 - 18 Space - S
..
.
.
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Kuhlmann-Anders on (cont) Primary Mental Abilities
18/1
9
/ 21
12 - 20
12 - 18 / 20
Total
Verbal - V
Mon-reading Total
Non-reading Total
Total
Correlations were also found for girls and boys separately for the
following tests:
Kuhlmann-Anders oi
Total
18
21
21
12 - 20
18 - 19 - 21
Primary Mental Abilities
Total
Vw
^w
V-w
Non-reading Total
V
Critical ratios were found between the scores of girls and boys on
these Primary Mental Ability tests: Verbal - words; Verbal - pictures;
Verbal; Space; Reasoning - words; Reasoning - figures; Reasoning; Number
Perception. The critical ratio was also found for the Kuhlmann-Anderson
I. Q.'s of the girls and boys.
.•
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Table 1. Distribution of Kuhlmann-Anderson I. Q. scores of 100 girls
and 100 boys
111I1
•o'M
11I
GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
130-13U 1 0 1
12^-129 0 0 0
120-1 2k 2 1 3
115-119 10 5 15
110-llii 17 11 28
105-109 21 17 38
100-lOii 1U 33 hi
95- 99 16 17 33
90- 9h 9 9 18
85- 89 7 5 12
80- 8I4. 2 2 h
75- 79 1 0 1
N 100 100 200
M U.79 3.76 U.97
SD 1.73 1.78 1.75
Table 1 shows the range! Of I. Q.'s on the Kuhlmann-Anderson test
of 100 girls and 100 boys. The I. Q.'s of the girls range from 76 to
130 with a mean of U.79 and standard deviation of 1.73. The I. Q.'s of
the boys range from 81 to 122 with a mean of 3.76 and a standard de-
viation of 1.78. The total I. Q.'s of the 200 girls and boys range from
76 to 130 with a mean of U .97 and a standard deviation of 1.75*
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Table 2. Distribution of scores
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test
of 100 girls and 100 boys on the
12
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
7 12 9 21
6 29 32 61
5 25 29 5U
1* 17 13 30
3 h 5 9
2 6 2 b
1 h 5 9
0 3 5 b
N 100 100 200
M U.79 3.76 U .97
SD 1.73 1.7b 1.75
Table 2 shows the range of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the
\
Kuhlmann-Ande rson Test 12* The scores of the girls range from 0 to 7
with a mean score of iw79 and a standard deviation of 1.73. The scores
of the boys range from 0 to 7 with a mean of 3*76 and a standard devia-
tion of 1.7b. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 0
to 7 with a mean of U.97 and a standard deviation of 1.75.
* ,
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Table 3* Distribution of Scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 13
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
6 5 13 21
5 25 23 lid
k 35 35 70
3 2h 19 U3
2 7 7 1U
1 1 2 3
0 0 1 1
N 100 100 200
M li U.06 li.03
SD 1.09 1.25 1.17
Table 3 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 13. The scores of the girls range from 1
to 6 with a mean of U and a standard deviation of 1.09. The scores of
the boys range from 0 to 6 with a mean of U.06 and a standard deviation
of 1.25. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 0 to 6
with a mean of U.03 and a standard deviation of 1.17.
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Table U. Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test lU
on the
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
16 0 1 1
15 2 2 h
lk 6 11
13 10 7 17
12 22 22 Uk
11 18 25 h3
10 12' lk 26
9 19 11 30
a 7 k 11
7 2 7 9
6 2 1 3
5 0 0 0
h 0 1 1
1 1 1 1
1
“
-
1 m ' 11 "" • 1 L ’ 1 ’ ™
N 100 100 200
M 10.79 10.76 10.77
SD 1.76 2.06 2
Table 1* shows the range of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test lit. The scores of the girls range from 6 to 1$
with a mean of 10.79 and a standard deviation of 1.76. The scores of
the boys range from U to 16 with a mean of 10.76 and a standard devia-
tion of 2.06. The total scores of the 200 boys and girls range from U
to 16 with a mean of 10.77 and a standard deviation of 2.
.' -
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Table 5« Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 15
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
70-7h 0 2 2
65-69 2 1 3
60-6h h 3 7
55-59 8 8 16
So-51* 18 2 20
h5-h9 19 21 hO
h0-hh 18 15 33
35-39 5 16 21
30-31* 10 15 25
25-29 8 9 17
20-21; 3 3 6
15-19 0 0 0
10-1k 2 0 2
5- 9 0 1 1
0- u 3 h 7
N 100 100 200
M h2.h0 39*70 hi.05
SO 13*30 13.55 13.50
boys
from
Table 5 shows the distribution of
on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 15*
0 to 66 with a mean of h2.h0 and a
the scores of 100 girls and 100
The scores of the girls range
t standard deviation of 13*30.
The scores of the boys range from 0 to 72 with a mean of 39*70 and a
standard deviation of 13.55* The total scores of the 200 girls and boys
range from 0 to 72 with a mean of hl.05 and a standard deviation of 13.50.
5£
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2Table 6. Distribution of scores
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test
of
16
100 girls and 100 boys on the
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
8 2 0 2
7 11 9 20
6 11 lb 25
19 2b b3
b 28 25 53
3 13 17 30
2 10 9 19
1 b 0 b
0 2 2 b
N 100 100 200
M b.29 b.36 U.33'
SD 1.75 1.53 1.6b
Table 6 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 16. The scores of the girls range from 0
to 8 with a mean of b.29 and a standard deviation of 1.75* The scores
of the boys range from 0 to 7 with a mean of b.36 and a standard devia-
tion of 1.53* The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 0
to 5 with a mean of b.33 and a standard deviation of 1.6b.
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Table 7. Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 17
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
5 2 0 2
h 21 28 h9
3 33 35 68
2 2$ 19 Wi
1 17 17 3h
0 2 3
N 100 100 200
M 2.6 2.72 2.66
SD 1.11 1.08 1.1
Table 7
boys on the
shows the distribution of
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 17.
the scores
The scores
of 100 girls and 100
of the girls range
from 0 to 5 with a mean of 2*6 and a standard deviation of 1.11. The
scores of the boys range from 0 to U with a mean of 2.72 and a standard
deviation of 1.05. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from
0 to 5 with a mean of 2.66 and a standard deviation of 1.1.
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Table 5. Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test lb
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
10 1 0 1
9 b k 12
b 8 7 15
7 20 13 33
6 lli 13 27
5 Hi 19 33
h 16 2U iiO
3 h 7 11
2 6 6 12
1 5 5 10
0 k 2 6
N 100 100 200
M 5.33 h*9 5.12
SD 2 Hi 2.07 2.25
Table b shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test lb. The scores of the girls range from 0
to 10 with a mean of 5*33 and a standard deviation of 2.U. The scores
of the boys range from 0 to 10 with a mean of H.S1 and a standard devia-
tion of 2.0? . The total scores of the girls and the boys range from 0
to 10 with a mean of 5.12 and a standard deviation of 2.25.

*Table 9« Distribution of scores of
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 19
100 girls and 100 boys on the
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
11 1 0 1
10 1 1 2
9 8 7 15
8 11 6 17
7 19 28 U7
6 23 18 hi
5 19 20 39
h 10 10 20
3 k 5 9
2 0 1 1
1 1 1 2
0 3 3 6
N 100 100 200
M 6 5.83 5.88
SD 2.01 2.03 1.97
Table 9 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 19. The scores of the girls range from 0
to 11 with a mean of 6 and a standard deviation of 2.01. The scores of
the boys range from 0 to 10 with a mean of 5.83 and a standard deviation
of 2.03. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 0 to 11
with a mean of 5*88 and a standard deviation of 1.97#
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Table 10, Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 20
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
d 3 1 4
7 1 3 4
6 7 9 16
5 16 16 31
4 19 20 39
3 13 23 36
2 30 17 47
1 11 11 22
0 0 1 1
N 100 100 200
M 3.39 3*52 3*46
SD 1.72 1.66 1.69
Table 10 shews the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the - Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 20. The scores of the girls range from 1
to d with a mean of 3*39 and a standard deviation of 1.72. The scores
of the boys range from 0 to 5 with a mean of 3»5>2 and a standard devia-
tion of 1.66. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 0
to d with a mean of 3.46 and a standard deviation of 1.69*
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Table 11. Distribution of scores
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test
of
21
100 girls and 100 boys on the
SCORE GIRLS E0YS TOTAL
11 b 0 b
10 1 3 k
9 8 b 12
8 8 9 17
7 7 10 17
6 16 6 22
5 8 13 21
b 13 9 22
3 5 12 17
2 15 17 32
1 10 12 22
0 5 5 10
1J 100 100 200
M b.82 b.27 b.5b
SD 2#9b 2.72 2.8b
Table 11 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 21. The scores of the girls range from 0
to 11 with a mean of b«82 and a standard deviation of 2.9b . The scores
of the boys range from 0 to 10 with a mean of b#27 and a standard devia-
tion of 2 #72. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 0
to 11 with a mean of b»5b and a standard deviation of 2.8b.
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Table 12. Distribution of scores
Kiihlmann-Anderson Test
of 100 Girls and 100 Boys on the Total
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
130-139 1 1 2
120-129 2 1 3
110-119 9 h 13
100-109 16 12 28
90-99 28 23 51
80-89 18 26 hh
70-79 11 16 27
60-69 6 9 15
So-59 5 3 8
J*0-H9 1 h 5
30-39 2 1 3
20-29 1 0 1
N ICO 100 200
M 88.7 8U.9 86.8
SD 19.8 17.3 18.9
Table 12 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the total Kuhlmann-Anderson test. The scores of the girls range from
26 to 135 with a mean of 88.7 and a standard deviation of 19 . 8 . The scores
of the boys range from 38 to 130 with a mean of 8ii .9 and a standard de-
viation of 17.3. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from
26 to 135 with a mean of 86.8 and a standard deviation of 18 .9 .
..
.
Table 13 • Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PI,LA
sub-test Verbal-words
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
23-29 0 1 1
26-27 0 0 0
2li-2£ 2 1 3
22-23 1 1 2
20-21 1 6 7
13-19 6 1 7
16-17 11 9 20
lii-l£ 3 3 16
12-13 17 10 27
10-11 12 9 21
3- 9 lk 18 32
6- 7 8 l£ 23
h- 5 k 3 12
2- 3 11 9 20
0- 1 5 k 9
N 100 100 200
M 10.£8 10.12 10.36
SD £.6 £.82 £.72
Table 13 shows the distribution of the scores of 100 girls and 100
boys on the PLIA sub--test Verbal-words
.
The scores of the girls range
from 0 to 2k with a mean of 10.£8 and a standard deviation of £.6. The
scores of the boys range from 0 to 23 with a mean of 10.] 2 and a stand-
ard deviation of 5*82. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range
from 0 to 23 with a mean of 10.36 and a standard deviation of £.72
.
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Table lU* Distribution of scores of
sub-test Verbal-pictures
100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
2U-25 3 3 6
22-23 1 3 h
20-21 6 5 11
18-19 9 8 17
16-17 7 17 2h
Hi-15 20 12 32
12-13 12 17 29
10-11 19 15 3k
0- 9 10 13 23
6- 7 9 U 13
U- 5 h 3 7
N 100 100 200
M 13*02 13.66 13 .3ti
SD k.72: li.62 ii.68
Table lk shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the PMA sub-test Verbal-pictures* The scores of the girls range from
U to 25 with a mean of 13*02 and a standard deviation of k*72. The
scores of the boys range from U to 2k with a mean of 13*66 and a standard
deviation of i|,62. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range
from U to 25 with a mean of 13.3U and a standard deviation of ij.,68.
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Table 15* Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA
sub-test Verbal (Vw / Vp)
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
50-52 0 1 1
U7-U9 1 0 1
1 1 2
U1-U3 1 1 2
38-1*0 6 5 11
35-37 h h 8
32-3U 7 9 16
29-31 7 9 16
26-28 8 8 16
23-25 15 13 28
20-22 15 13 28
17-19 15 12 27
Hi-16 7 13 20
11-13 7 5 12
8-10 3 >5 8
5- 7 3 l u
N 100 100 200
M 23.U9 23*67 23*58
SD 8.97 9 8.97
Table 15 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the PMA sub-test Verbal. The scores of the girls range from 5 to 1*9
with a mean of 23 .1*9 and a standard deviation of 8.97. The scores of the
boys range from 7 to 51 with a mean of 23.67 and a standard deviation of
9. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 9 to 5l with a
mean of 23*58 and a standard deviation of 8*97.
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Table 16* Distribution of scores
sub-test Space
of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA.
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
23-2h 1 1 2
21-22 3 2 5
19-20 5 13 18
17-18 7 8 15
15-16 20 1U 3h
13-1U 23 23 U6
11-12 16 12 28
9-10 11 15- 26
7- 8 6 8 1k
5- 6 3 1 h
3- U 5 3 8
N 100 100 200
M 12.96 13. hh 13.20
SD U.22 k.26 U.26
Table 16 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the PMA sub-test Space. The scores of the girls range from U to 2h
with a mean of 12*96 and a standard deviation of U*22. The scores of the
boys range from 3 to 23 with a mean of 13.ldi and a standard deviation of
lw26. The total scores of the 200 boys and girls range from 3 to 2ii with
a mean of 13*20 and a standard deviation of U.26.
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Table 17. Distribution of scores of
sub-test Reasoning-figures
100 girls and 100 boys on the FMA
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
2H-25 1 0 1
22-23 5 2 7
20-21 8 9 17
18-19 12 18 30
16-17 27 23 50
1U-15 16 18 3h
12-13 16 13 29
10-11 6 7 13
8- 9 7 6 13
6- 7 1 3 b
h- 5 1 1 2
N 100 100 200
M 15.3U 15.Hi 15.21*
SD 3.88 3.82 3.86
Table 17 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the FMA sub-test Reasoning-figures. The scores of the girls range from
5 to 2U with a mean of l5.3h and a standard deviation of 3.88. The scores
of the boys range from 5 to 23 with a mean of 15 .li* and a standard devia-
tion of 3*82. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 5 to
2b with a mean of 15.21; and a standard deviation of 3*86.

Table lb. Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA
sub-test Reasoning-words
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
2k-2$ 1 0 1
22-23 2 2 k
20-21 7, 6 13
18-19 11 10 21
16-17 18 15 33
lU-l£ 12 15 27
12-13 13 16 29
10-11 16 18 3k
8- 9 15 9 2k
6- 7 3 6 9
a- 5 1 2 3
2- 3 1 1 2
N 100 100 200
LI 13.72 13.3U 13.5U
SD k.k2 ii. 28 k.3k
Table 18 shows the distribution of the scores of 100 girls and 100
boys on the PMA sub-test Reasoning-words. The scores of the girls range
from 2 to 2k with a mean of 13.72 and a standard deviation of k»k2. The
scores of the boys range from 3 to 23 with a mean of 13.3k and a stand-
ard deviation of U.28. The total scores of the 20C girls and boys range
from 2 to 2k with a mean of 13.5U and a standard deviation of U.3U.
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Table 19* Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PLIA
sub-test Reasoning
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
Ii7-ii9 1 0 1
hh-h6 0 0 0
U1-U3 3 0 3
38-UO 8 6 111
35-37 11 lli 25
32-3U 13 17 30
29-31 21 18 39
26-28 11 13 2li
23-25 10 12 22
20-22 13 10 23
17-19 6 5 11
1U-16 2 h 6
11-13 1 1 2
N 100 100 200
M 29.01 28.5 28.7li
SD 7.05 6.51 6.78
Table 19 shows the distribution of the scores of 100 girls and 100
boys on the PMA sub-test Reasoning. The scores of the girls range from
11 to \\9 with a mean of 29.01 and a standard deviation of 7 .05. The
scores of the boys range from 13 to 1|0 -with a mean of 28.5 and a stand-
ard deviation of 6.5l. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range
from 11 to k9 with a mean of 28.74 and a standard deviation of 6.78.
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Table 21. Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA
sub-test Number
SCORE GIRLS E0YS TOTAL
hh-h6 1 0 1
hl-h3 0 1 1
38-hO 0 0 0
35-37 2 h 6
32-3U 7 8 15
29-31 18 17 35
26-28 17 10 27
23-25 6 17 23
20-22 17 15 32
17-19 11 7 28
lli-16 8 9 17
11-13 6 5 11
8-10 6 3 9
5- 7 1 2 3
2- k 0 2 2
N 100 100 200
M 22.98 23.19 23.07
SD 7.56 7.89 7.71
Table 21 shows the distribution of the scores of 100 girls and 100
boys on the PMA sub-test Number. The scores of the girls range from 7 to
b5 with a mean of 22.98 and a standard deviation of 7.56. The scores of
the boys range from 3 to b3 with a mean of 23.19 and a standard devia-
tion of 7.89. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 3 to
U5 with a mean of 23.07 and a standard deviation of 7.71.
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Table 22. Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA
Non-Reading tests (V^ / 2S / 2Rf / P / N)
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
180-189 1 0 1
170-179 0 0 0
160-169 0 0 0
150-159 5 1 6
Ih0-lli9 3 h 7
130-139 9 11 20
120-129 13 25 38
110-119 2h 17 ill
100-109 11 17 28
90-99 12 12 2k
80-89 lh 6 20
70-79 h 3 7
60-69 1 2 3
50-59 2 2 h
ho
-U9 1 0 1
N 100 100 200
M 109.5 111.5 110.5
SD 2k 20 22.1
Table 22 shows the distribution of the scores of 100 girls and 100
boys on the PMA Non'-Reading tests. The scores of the girls range from i;9
to 185 with a mean of 109.5 and a standard deviation of 2ii. The scores of
the boys range from 57 to l5l with a mean of 111.5 and a standard deviation
of 20. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from h9 to 185
with a mean of 110.5 and a standard deviation of 22.1.*
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Table 23. Distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the total
PMA test (V / 3S / 2R / 2P / 2N)
SCORE GIRLS BOYS TOTAL
3bO-359 1 0 1
320-339 0 0 0
300-319 0 0 0
280-299 2 1 3
260-279 5 h 9
2li-0—259 9 12 21
220-239 16 17 33
200-219 18 21 39
180-199 18 17 35
160-179 12 Ik 26
HiO-159 9 7 16
120-139 6 5 11
100-119 3 1 h
80-99 1 1 2
N 100 100 200
M 219.5 217.5 218.5
sr> U5 38.8 1*2
Table 23 shows the distribution of scores of 100 girls and 100 boys
on the total PM test. The scores of the girls range from 87 to 3Ul with
a mean of 219*5 and a standard deviation of 1*5. The scores of the boys
range from 92 to 287 with a mean of 217*5 and a standard deviation of
38*8. The total scores of the 200 girls and boys range from 87 to 3Ul
with a mean of 218*5 and a standard deviation of 1*2.
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CHAPTER XV
ANALYSIS OF DATA

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA
ndications of correlations . The significance of a correlation can-
not be stated simply and absolutely, due to factors of sampling, such as
homogeneity of the group, reliability of the measurements, and purpose
for which the index is to be used. The number of scale intervals used
may also affect the correlation. While it is recommended that from twelve
to twenty intervals be used, six of the Kuhlmann-Anderson sub-tests have
fewer than twelve intervals.
For this study the following classifications from ^Garrett will be
used:
r from .00 to i .20 denotes indifferent or negligible relationship
;
r from £ .20 to £ .IjO denotes low correlation; present but slight;
r from £ .UO to £ .70 denotes substantial or marked relationship;
r from £ .70 to £1.00 denotes high to very high relation.
The correlations obtained in this study were derived b;y using the
^Durost-Walker Correlation Chart which "is designed to facilitate the
computation of a Pearson-product moment coefficient of correlation."
^Henry E. Garrett. Statistics in Psychology and Education
,
Longmans,
C-reen and Company, New York, (I9ii7), p. 333
2 -Walter N. Durost and Helen M. Walker, Durost-Walker Correlation Chart,
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Kudson, New York, 1938
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Table 25. Number of Correlations Using Scores of 100 Girls and 100 Boys
on K. A. and PMA Tests
K. A. SUB-TESTS PLIA SUB-TESTS r SEr
12 S .31 .065
12 Rf .25 .o£6
12 R .19 .068
w
13 vn .26 .066
13 4 .15 .069
15 N .21 .068
15 P .27 .066
15 N .19 .068
16 R^» .30 .065
16 P
1
.25 .066
17 S .25 -.066
18 V .55 .056
18 pXT .21* .067
18 S .17 .069
19 N .35 .063
19 P .30 .065
19 Vw .15 .069
20 S .38 .061
20 P .26 .066
21 .65 .055
21 \ .62 .055
15 / 16 R .25 .067
12 / 17 / 18 S .35 .062
18 / 19 / 21 V .60 .055
12 - 20 Non-Reading .56 .0<6
12 - 18 / 20 Non-Reading .59 .055
Total Total .58 .01(7
c€
Table 25. Correlations Between Scores of 100 Girls and 100 Boys on K. A.
Test and PMA Test Listed According to Magnitude of r
r SEr K. A. TEST PMA TEST
.6k .Okh 21 R*
.62 .0kh 21 V
.60 .oU5 18 / 19 / 21 V
.58 »0h7 Total Total
.U9 .051; 12 - 18 / 20 Non-reading
•1|6 .056 12 - 20 Non-reading
.kS .056 18 Vw
.38 .061 20 S
.35 .062 12 - 17 - 18 s
•3ii .063 19 N
.31 .061; 12 S
.30 .061; 16 Rf
.30 .061; 19 P
.27 .066 15 P
.26 .066 13 VP
.26 .066 20 P
.25 .066 12 Rf
.25 .066 16 P
.25 .066 17 S
. 2k .067 18 P
. 2k .067 15 - 16 R
.21 .06b 2k N
.19 .065 12 \
.19 .065 15 r
.17 .069 18 S
.15 .069 13 Rj?
.15 .069 19
The correlations range from .15 to .61;. Four correlations show that
there is marked relationship between the tests that are compared. Three
correlations show a reasonable and probably significant relationship. Fif-
teen correlations show that relationship between the tests is present but
slight. Five correlations show indifferent or negligible relationship.
•.
.
.
,
c
Table 26. Sex Differences in Correlations Between Scores of 100 Girls and
100 Boys on the K. A. and WA Tests
N K. A. PMA r
Girls 100 Total Total •5U
Boys 100 n ii .58
Total 200 it ii .58
Girls 100 18 Vw .1:3
Boys 100 ii ii .1:8
Total 200 ii ii .1:5
Girls 100 12 - 20 Non-Reading .52
Boys 100 ii it .U8
Total 200 it ii .1:6
Girls 100 21 Ryv .70
Boys 100 it II .6U
Total 200 ii II .6>4
Girls 100 21 VW .65
Boys 100 it II .60
Total 200 ti 11 .62
Girls 100 18 - 19 - 21 V .65
Boys 100 ii ii .56
Total 200 n it .60
In the correlations between the total scores of both tests
,
the
boys exceed the girls by a slight margin. Between tests 18 and Vw, the
boys’ correlation is also higher. In all of the other correlations
,
the
girls tests show higher relationships.
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Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 12 consists of 7 trials* with a time limit of
one minute in which to complete the test* In this test* the directions are
X O X
;
o X
-
—
<
O .r O om .
1
By inspection* elements of space were seen in this test. The cor-
relation of ,31 between this and the FMA test of Space is considered to be
low* although there is some Spatial relation present. The same test was
correlated with the Reasoning tests - words and figures - and the relation-
ship was found to be lower than ,31, The correlations obtained were ,25
and ,19 respectively. Therefore* Test 12 is said to be measuring more
Space than Reasoning.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 13 is made up of six trials* with time limits
of fifteen seconds for each trial. The subject is asked to put a dot under
the., picture in the last five that is like the first three.
upon inspection* this test seemed to have Verbal aspects. The cor-
relation between Test 13 and the FLIA Verbal-pictures test is ,26* which is
considered to be low.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test lh consists of sixteen squares each of which
contains a certain number of large dots scattered in different arrangements
48
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The subject is given one minute in -which to count the dots and put the num-
bers under the squares.
The PMA Number test is a five-minute speed test consisting of 52 ex-
amples in addition. The correlation between these two tests is .21. Test
ll; is not testing computation.
In Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 15* the numbers 1 to 5 are written in the
figures before the timing of the test begins. The directions are to put
the right numbers in the right figures. The time allowed is 90 seconds.
O DO A
This test was matched with the PMA Perception, which is- a five-minute
speed test. The correlation of .27 shows that Perception is present, but
slight. The same test shows a correlation of .19 with Number, which is
negligible. Test 15 is therefore testing more Perception than Number.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 16 involves following complicated directions,
such as, ,r.Vhen I say ’Go’, make a dot in the biggest square and a cross in
the first circle." There are 5 trials to the test, each of which is given
20 seconds in time.'
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The correlation between Test 16 and the PMA test of Reasoning (fig-
ures) is .30 which is considered to be low. However* it is slightly higher
than the correlation of .25 between Test 16 and the PMA Perception, showing
that there is more Reasoning than Perception measured by Test 16.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 17 consists of 6 trials with 20 seconds al-
lowed for each trial. The directions are to find two figures among the
last five that would make a figure like the first one, if they were put
together.
By inspection. Space seemed to be measured by this test. However,
the correlation of .25 shows that it is present but slight.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 15 has a time limit of three minutes, and
there are 10 trials. The directions are to change the letters around to
reasonable and probably significant. Between Test 15 and Perception on
the scale used here, the correlation of ,2b is low. Perception is present
..
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but slight, while Verbal is higher.
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 1? has 12 trials to be done in two minutes.
The trials consist of figures such as 162 which are to be changed into a
word, using the numbers and letters at the top of the page.
This test was correlated with the PMA tests Perception and Verbal
(words). The correlations of .30 and .l£ respectively were obtained.
Perception is measured slightly by Test 19, while there is very little of
the Verbal aspect in it*
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 20 is a three-minute test, consisting of ten
trials. The subject is to make the second figure look just like the first
one.
By inspection, it was decided that Space or Perception, or both,
might be measured by Test 20. The correlations of .3d between Test 20
and PITA Space and .26 between Test 20 and Perception are both low, but this
test has more Space than Perception in its make-up.
V)
Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 21 is definitely verbal. The directions are
to draw a line under the one word that does not belong with the others.
The first example is:
bread meat eggs plate cheese
n University
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The correlations between this test and the PMA tests involving words
are high .64 between Test 21 and Reasoning (words), and .62 between
Test 21 and Verbal (words). Test 21, then, could be called a Verbal
Reasoning test.
The scores of Tests 15 and 16 were combined and correlated with the
Reasoning test. The correlation of .24 is low, showing that Reasoning is
present but slight.
The scores of Tests 12, 17, and 16 were combined and correlated with
Space. The correlation of .35 shows that some Space is represented but it
is fairly low.
Scores of Tests 16, 19, and 21 v;ere plotted against those of the Ver-
bal test. There is substantial or marked relationship between these tests
as shown by the correlation of .60. These three tests can then be said to
have Verbal aspects.
Scores of Tests 12 to 20 inclusive were correlated with the FMA Non-
reading scores. There is a reasonable amount of relationship between
these measures. The correlation is .46. However, a verbal test (16) is
included.
In the next correlation, the sane tests were used (12-20), with the
exclusion of test 19. They were also correlated with the Non-reading tests,
and the degree of relationship is
.49, showing that test 19 does have some
reading aspects in it. If Test 16, instead of 19, were excluded, the co-
efficient of correlation may have been higher.
The total Kuhlmann-Anderson score was correlated with the total PLiA
score. The resulting coefficient of ,56 shows marked relationship.
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Evaluation of the findings. Since this study was limited in correla-
tions to those between the Kuhlmann-Anderson sub-tests and the primary
mental abilities which they appeared to be measuring, no final analysis
can be made concerning them. It can be said only that the Kuhlmann-Ander-
son sub-tests are measuring more of one primary mental ability than of
another.
Test 12 appears to be measuring more Space than Reasoning, although
the amount is very small. Test 13 is measuring more Verbal (picture) as-
pects than Reasoning. Test lh measures Number in a very small amount.
This was the only correlation made concerning Test lit . Test 15> shows more
Perception than Number. Test 16 has a larger amount of Reasoning in its
make-up than of Perception. Test 17 measures Space in a very small amount.
Test 18 is markedly Verbal rather than Perceptual. Test 19 is just the
opposite, having a more significant relationship with the Perceptual as-
pect. Test 20 measures more Spatial relationship than Perception. Test 21
is strongly related to Verbal Reasoning.
With the exception of Test 21, the coefficients of correlation ob-
tained are rather small. Perhaps these tests are measuring other primary
mental abilities with which they have not been correlated in this study.
/

For purposes of this study, raw scores were used. The ^authors of
the PMA tests report the results of studies in which Kuhlmann-Anderson
I, Q.'s taken in the fall of 19hl were correlated with PMA regression in
the spring of 19^8. The resulting coefficient of correlation was .76.
Sex differences . Among the controversial issues in the field of
measurement is that of sex differences. The writer decided to make the
subject a part of this study.
Some of the highest correlations involving the scores of the 200 girls
and boys were worked out according to sex. From Table 26 it will be seen
that the differences between the coefficients of correlation are very
slight. They vary from .01; to .09 with the latter in favor of the girls.
The correlations between the Kuhlmann-Anderson Tests 18, 19, and 21 and the
PMA Verbal test are .65 for the girls and .56 for the boys. The other
differences were less marked.
^Book and Meadows reported on a study of sex differences:
Mrs. L. W. Pressey in a study made in the Indiana Lab-
oratory showed that the girls quite consistently made
higher scores on the Intelligence Test up to about lit
years of age, the boys completely overtaking them at
15 and surpassing them at 16.
Our results showed that the boys, at every stage of
development covered by the ages 9 to 23 clearly ex-
celled in the test which measured the common arithmet-
ical abilities and in the test for practical informa-
tionj that the girls excelled in the tests which
^L. L. Thurstone and T. G. Thurstone. Examiner Manual for SRA Primary
Mental Abilities, Science Research Associates, Chicago, 19U8
William F, Book and John L. Meadows. "Sex Differences in 5925 High
School Seniors in Ten Psychological Tests, Journal of Applied Psychology,
(1928), 12, p. 56 - 81
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appealed to logical memory and c ailed for the exercise of
certain language abilities. The girls at every age level
were, therefore, superior to the boys in primary memory,
in their control of associations, in readiness to handle
language forms. The boys surpassed the girls at every age
level in the tests calling for practical information and
the exercise of arithmetical abilities of every sort.
•^Hobson conducted a study of sex differences in Primary Mental Abil-
ities. His subjects were 720 boys and 716 girls in grade eight, and 226
boys and 260 girls in grade nine. These tests were given in 19Ui, 19U5*
and 19^6. Critical ratios were found between the means of the tests.
The intelligence test used to obtain I. Q.’s was the Kuhlmann-Anderson,
on which the girls exceeded the boys in each of the three groups by mar-
gins of undoubted significance.
From his study, Hobson concluded that:
Boys aged 13-U and 1U—U exceed girls by a significant margin in
Spatial Orientation. Girls at these grade and age levels ex-
ceed boys by significant margins in 7vrord-Fluency
,
Induction,
Reasoning, and Visual Memory.
Boys exceed girls in Verbal Comprehension by a significant
margin at tith-grade level and by a margin whose significance
is in considerable doubt at 9th-grade level.
Girls of same age and grade levels exceed boys slightly but
not significantly in numerical facility.
These data clearly indicate the need for separate sex age
norms for the V, S, W, R, and M factors measured by the
Chicago Test of Primary Mental Abilities and the possible
desirability of separate sex age norms for the N factor if
the results of these tests are to be used effectively as
an aid to self-discovery and self-evaluation in any program
of guidance.
1
Janes R. Hobson. "Sex Differences in Primary Mental Abilities,"
Journal of Educational Research, (October, 19i;7), Ul, p. 126-132
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Table 27. Comparison of test scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA
sub-test - Verbal
N Mean SD SEm Diff. SEdiff. C. R.
Girls 100 23.1*9 8.97 .90
Boys 100 23.67 9 .90 .18 1.27 .11*
Table 27 shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA sub-test - Verbal. The mean
score of the girls is 23 •k9 with a standard deviation of 8.97. The mean
score of the boys is 23*67 with a standard deviation of 9. The critical
ratio of .lh in favor of the boys is not statistically significant, the
chances being 56 in 100 that this is a true difference .*
Table 28. Comparison
sub-test -
of test
Space
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA
N Mean SD SEm Diff. S diff. C. R.
Girls 100 12.96 1*.22 .1*2
Boys 100 13.1*1* U.26 .1*3 .1*8 .60 ,80
Table 28 shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA sub-test - Space. The mean
score of the girls is 12.96 with a standard deviation of h.22. The mean
score of the boys is 13.1*U with a standard deviation of U.26. The crit-
ical ratio of .80 in favor of the boys is not statistically significant,
the chances being 79 in 100 that this is a true difference.
*For the purposes of this study a critical ratio of 3 is considered
significant statistically. This ratio is at the .1 per cent level, the
chances being 369 to 1 that this represents a true difference.
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Table 29. Comparison of Test Scores of 100 Girls and 100 Boys on the PMA
sub-test - Reasoning
N Mean SD SEm Diff. SEdiff. C. R.
Girls 100 29.01 7.09 .71 .91 .96 .93
Boys 100 28.9 6.91 .69
Table 29 shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA sub-test - Reasoning. The
mean score of the girls is 29.01 with a standard deviation of 7.09. The
mean score of the boys is 28.9 with a standard deviation of 6.9l. The
critical ratio of .93 in favor of the girls is not statistically signifi
cant, the chances being 70 in 100 that this is a true difference.
Table 30. Comparison
sub-test -
of Test Scores of
Perception
100 Girls and 100 Boys on the PMA
N Mean SD SEm Diff. SEdiff . C. R.
Girls 100 16.6U 9.92 .99
Boys 100 17.12 5.58 .96 .U8 .81 .99
Table 30 shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA sub-test - Perception. The
mean score of the girls is 16.61; with a standard deviation of 9.92. The
mean score of the boys is 17.12 with a standard deviation of 9*98. The
critical ratio of .99 in favor of the boys is not statistically signifi-
cant, the chances being 72 in JGO that this is a true difference.

Table 31. Comparison of Test
sub-test - Number
Scores of 100 Girls and 100 Boys on the PMA
N Mean SD SEm Diff. SEdiff. C. R.
Girls 100 22.98 7.56 .76
Boys 100 23.19 7.89 .79 .21 1.10 .19
Table 31 shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA sub-test - Number. The mean
score of the girls is 22*98 with a standard deviation of 7.56. The mean
score of the boys is 23.19 with a standard deviation of 7.89. 'Aie criti-
cal ratio of .19 in favor of the boys is not statistically significant,
the chances being 57 in 100 that this is a true difference.
Table 32. Comparison of Test Scores
sub-test - Verbal (words)
of 100 Girls and 100 Boys on the PMA
N Mean SD SEm Diff. SEdiff
.
C. R.
Girls 100 10,58 5.6 .56 .!|6 .81 .57
Boys 100 10.12 5.82 .58
Table 32 shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA sub-test - Verbal (words).
The mean score of the girls is 10.58 with a standard deviation of 5*6.
The mean score of the boys is 10.12 with a standard deviation of 5.82.
The critical ratio of .57 in favor of the girls is not statistically sig-
nificant, the chances being 72 in 100 that this is a true difference.
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Table 33. Comparison of Test Scores of 100 Girls and 100 Eoys on the PHA
sub-test - Verbal (pictures)
N Mean SD Diff. SEdiff. C. R.
Girls 100 13.02 U.72 •U7
Boys 100 13.66 U.62 •h6 ,6k .66 .97
Table 33 shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PM sub-test - Verbal (pictures).
The mean score of the girls is 13.02 with a standard deviation of U.72.
The mean score of the boys is 13.66 with a standard deviation of U.62.
The critical ratio of .97 in favor of the boys is not statistically signi-
ficant, the chances being 83 in 100 that this is a true difference.
Table 3k . Comparison
sub-test -
of Test Scores of
Reasoning (words)
100 Girls and 100 Boys on the PMA
N Mean SB SE^ Diff. SEdiff. C. R.
Girls 100 13.72 k.h2 ,kk .38 .62 .61
Boys 100 13 .3U U.28 .H3
Table 3k shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PM. sub-test - Reasoning (words).
The mean score of the girls is 13.72 with a standard deviation of U.U2.
The mean score of the boys is 13 .3U with a standard deviation of U.28.
The critical ratio of .61 in favor of the girls is not statistically sig-
nificant, the chances being 62 in 100 that this is a true difference.
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Table 35 . Comparison of Test Scores of 100 Girls and 100 Eoys on the PMA
sub-test - Reasoning (figures)
N Mean SD SEm Diff. SEdiff. C. R.
Girls 100 15. 3U 3.66 .39 .20 .55 .36
Boys 100 15.1U 3.62 .38
Table 35 shows the significance of the difference between the test
scores of 100 girls and 100 boys on the PMA sub-test - Reasoning (figures).
The mean score of the girls is 15.3U with a standard deviation of 3*66.
The mean score of the boys is 15.1U with a standard deviation of 3*92.
The critical ratio of *36 in favor of the girls is not statistically sig-
nificant, the chances being 6k in 100 that this is a true difference.
Table 36. Comparison of Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Quotients of 100
Girls and 100 Boys.
N Mean SD SE* Diff. SEdiff. C. R.
Girls
Eoys
100 103.55
100 102
10.10
7.95
1.01
.60
1.55 1.29 1.20
Table 36 shows the significance of the difference between the Kuhl-
mann-Anderson I. Q.’s of 100 girls and 100 boys. The mean I. Q. of the
girls is 103*55 with a standard deviation of 10.10. The mean I. Q. of the
boys is 102 with a standard deviation of 7 *95 * The critical ratio of 1.20
in favor of the girls is not statistically significant, the chances being
66 in 100 that this is a true difference.

In this study of 3rd-grade children, the range of C. A.'s of the girls
was from 7-11 to 9-3 with a mean of 8.28 and a standard deviation of 3*55.
The C. A.'s of the boys ranged from 7-11 to 9—U with a mean of 8.35 and a
standard deviation of 3.79. The C. A.'s of the 200 girls and boys ranged
from 7-11 to 9-U with a mean of 8.31 and a standard deviation of 3 • 79
.
The girls exceeded the boys in I. Q. by a difference in means of 1.55. The
critical ratio of 1.20 is not considered statistically significant for this
study.
In Hobson's study, as in this one, the boys exceeded the girls in
Verbal Comprehension. However, in the 3rd-grade test, it was a combination
of Vw and Vp
.
The dth-grade boys exceeded the girls in the Space factor by a very
significant margin. The 3rd-grade boys also exceeded the girls in this
factor, but the margin was smaller, and not statistically significant.
In Reasoning, the girls exceeded the boys by a greater difference in
the 8th-grade than in the 3rd-grade.
Girls at the 8th-grade level exceeded boys by a very slight margin in
Number. At the 3rd-grade level the boys exceeded the girls, the critical
ratio of .19 being statistically insignificant.
The boys at the 8th-grade level exceeded the girls in Verbal Compre-
hension by a significant margin. In the 3rd grade test the girls exceeded
the boys in the verbal test, which is made up of words, giving a critical
ratio of *57. But the critical ratio in favor of the boys on the verbal
test involving pictures is .97. This is in agreement with studies that
show that girls make better scores in reading than do boys.

The critical ratio of 7 ,k$ in favor of the 8th-grade girls in Reason-
ing is very significant. The the 3nd-grade level the girls also exceeded
the boys by a critical ratio of .61 in Reasoning involving words. But, in
the Reasoning test involving figures instead of words, the critical ratio
in favor of the girls is only . 36
,
bearing out the contention that girls
are better in reading ability.
^Wellman examined critically some five hundred references reporting
sex differences and concluded:
In the material covered, there seems to be some slight
support for the hypothesis of greater variability of boys.
The case is by no means clear, however, the findings de-
pending so much on the measuring instrument, the measure
of variability used, the selection of the children, and
the sex which obtains the higher mean or median score.
In this study, the differences between the scores of the girls and of
the boys are not statistically significant. The results agree with those
of Hobson, although the critical ratios are of much less significance for
the 3rd-grade.
^Beth L. Wellman. "Sex Differences," Handbook of Child Psychology,
(Revised Edition, C. Murchison, Editor), Clark University .Press, Worcester,
(1933), Chap. XV, p. 630
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Purpose of the study . This study was made to discover, if possible,
which primary mental abilities are inherent in the sub-tests of the Kuhl-
mann-Anderson Tests.
Preparation for the study . The Kuhlmann-Anderson Test - Grade III- and
the SRA Primary Mental Abilities were administered t o 236 girls and boys
in grade 3^» The scores of 100 girls and 100 boys were used in this study.
Table were constructed showing distribution of raw scores on the sub-tests
and totals of both tests. Twenty-seven correlations, involving the scores
of all the children, were found between the sub-tests of the Kuhlmann-Ander-
son Tdst and the sub-tests of the PMA. Twelve correlations were obtained
between scores of boys and girls separately, on six of the sub-tests of
each test.
Critical ratios were obtained between the means of the girls and those
of the boys on the nine sub-tests of the PMA and between the Kuhlmann-An-
derson I. Q.'s of both sexes.
inclusions of the study . According to the criterion used in this
study for' relationship between tests,
(1) Four correlations show marked relationship between tests. They
are K. A. 21 and PMA R^j 21 and Vw; 18/19/21 and V; K. A. Total
and PMA Total.
(2) Three correlations show a reasonable and probably significant
relationship. They are K. A. 12-18/20 and PMA Non-reading;
63
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12-20 and Non-reading j 18 and V ,
(3) Fifteen correlations show that the relationship between the tests
is slight. They are K. A. 20 and FMA S; 12/17/13 and S; 19 and
N; 12 and S; 16 and 19 and P; 1? and ?; 13 and V^; 20 and P;
12 and 16 and ?; 17 and S; 18 and Pj 15/16 and R; 12* and N.
(U) Five correlations show indifferent or negligible relationship.
They are K. A. 12 and FMA R^; 15> and Nj 18 and S; 13 and R^j
19 and Vw .
(5) In the correlations of scores between the tests according to sex,
the girls relationships are higher in four out of six comparisons
but the differences are very small. The difference between the
codfficients of correlations concerning tests 18/19/21 and V is
.09, which is the greatest of the sex comparisons.
In the comparison of test scores, the girls in the 3rd-grade exceeded
the boys in I. Q., Reasoning (words). Reasoning (figures). Reasoning Total,
Verbal (words).
The boys exceeded the girls in Verbal (pictures), Verbal (total).
Space, Perception, and Number.
Limitations of the study . This study was limited to correlations
between the sub-tests of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test and the Primary Mental
Abilities which they seemed, by inspection, to be measuring. The number
was limited to 200.
ecommendations for further study.
(1) Compare each sub-test of the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test with each
sub-test of the Primary Mental Abilities, Elementary.
(2) Make similar studies in grades four, five, and six, using a
larger sampling.
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